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Summary7
1. The Pitas Point fault has the same ramp-flat-ramp geometry as the
Ventura fault, confirming the linkage of the faults and others at depth
(Red Mountain, San Cayetano, Lion/Southern San Cayetano backthrust).
2. The Mid-Channel detachments extends to the south of the Pitas Point
faults and terminating with the tipline Mid-Channel anticline.
3. A new comprehensive 3D fault set of the Ventura-Pitas Point fault sys-
tem will be included in the CFM review this fall.
4. A multi-segment rupture on the Ventura-Pitas Point fault system and
linked faults could produce an earthquakes with magnitudes 7.5-7.9 -
consistent with paleoseismology observations.

Fault

Seismic Hazards6
We use our 3D fault model to calculate rup-
ture areas and potential earthquake magni-

tudes using published empirical relations for
different multi-segment rupture scenarios.

Table 1: Possible multi-segment rupture scenarios for the Ventura-
Pitas Point Fault system calculated using published empirical rela-
tions for rupture area and magnitude (Hanks and Bakun, 2002, 2008;
based on data from Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). VEN - Ventura
fault; PP - Pitas Point fault; VEN+PP - Ventura and Pitas Point faults
including linking segment; MC - Mid-Channel fault and detachment;
others includes Red Mountain, San Cayetano, Southern San
Cayetano, and Lion/Southern San Cayetano backthrust faults.

PP
VEN

VEN +PP
VEN +PP+MC
VEN +PP+MC

+others

Rupture Area (km2) Mw

1115
711

2047
3029
4473

7.1
6.9

7.5
7.7
7.9

Mw = 3.07 + (4/3)log(A), for A>537

Fault Contour Map5

Detachment: the Mid-Channel fault
ramps up from a detachment that
extends to depth in the northern
Channel (e.g. Shaw et al., 1994)
Wedge + detachment: the Mid-
Channel fault is a combination of a
wedge and a detachment

Figure 7: Map view of structures contours of the Ventura-Pitas Point fault system and the regional
faults it links to at depth. Contour Interval = 1km. Traces of faults shown in red, with teeth indicating dip
direction and blind faults dashed. Red Mountain, Lion/Southern San Cayetano backthrust, San
Cayetano, and Ventura faults after Hubbard et al. (2014) and Levy et al. (2019).

Figure 6: 3D view of the Ventura-Pitas Point fault system. (A) View showing linkage of Venutra and Pitas Point faults with the
ramp-flat-ramp geometry and the Mid-Channel fault extending south into the Santa Barbara Channel. (B) View showing linkage of
the Ventura-Pitas Point fault system with other regional fault systems. Red Mountain, Lion/Southern San Cayetano backthrust,
and San Cayetano faults after Hubbard et al. (2014). View is approximately to the east. CI = 1km. California coast show in black.

3D Fault
Model
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We create a 3D fault model based on the cross sections and
detailed fault mapping in additional seismic reflection data. The

fault model will be included in the CFM review this fall.

We create three balanced cross
sections, with the main section (A-
A’) through the Dos Cuadras anti-
cline and a section in the East and

West to describe the lateral variabil-
ity of the Pitas Point fault system.

Cross Sections
Figure 3 (right): Interpreted seis-
mic and geology sections of West-
ern most section - B-B’ of the Pitas
Point fault system, location see Fig-
ure 1. Red lines are faults with
arrows showing motion. Green
dashed lines are axial surfaces.

Figure 4 (above): Section A-A’,
the main section of the Pitas
Point fault through Dos Cuadras
anticline. Figure 5 (right): East-
ern most section, C-C’. Interpret-
ed seismic and geologic sections
shown. Red lines are faults with
arrows showing motion. Green
dashed lines are axial surfaces.

Western Section - B-B’

Eastern Section - C-C’
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Main, Central Section - A-A’

Above: Names of wells used in cross sections.
Locations on Figure 1. Projected along strike to
sections.

Below: Stratigraphic units

Fault Restorations
We restore the basic geometry
of the Dos Cuadras anticline

using (B) a fault that bends and
a dip that shallows with depth,

and (A) a planar fault. This
shows that the fault must have

a bend (B) to explain the
anticlinal structure

(A)
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(B)
Figure 2: Restorations of
a basic anticline similar to
Dos Cuadras anticline
(see inset above) that
compare deep fault
geometries. Present
geometry shown above
with restored geometry
below. (A) Fault is planar
as it extends to depth
(current CFM
representation). Restoring
upper most strata leave a
void in the lower restored
strata resulting in an
unreasonable pre-
deformed state. (B) Fault
bends and dip shallows
with depth. Strata restore
to acceptable pre-
deformed state.

Figure 1: Map of the Santa Barbara Channel showing regional
structural trends and the location of Pitas Point and Ventura faults
(bold, red fault trace). Fault teeth show hanging wall and direction of

fault dip (hollow teeth = blind thrusts). Sections A, B, and C are shown in Figures 3-5.
Faults based on surfaces traces from the Community Fault Model V. 5.0 (Nicholson et al.,
2014; Plesch et al., 2016). Hypocenters from Waveform Relocated Earthquake catalog for
Southern California (1981-2019) (Hauksson, et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012).
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The southern extent of the Western Transverse Ranges, in the Santa Barbara Channel
and Ventura basin, is home to some of the fastest Holocene uplift and deformation rates
in southern California. The faults that accommodate this deformation pose some of the
largest deterministic seismic hazards in southern California. In particular, the Ventura-
Pitas Point system shows evidence for large (M = 7.5) paleoearthquakes (Hubbard et al.,
2014; McAuliffe et al., 2015; Rockwell et al., 2016). While several recent paleoseismic
studies have focused on the onshore Ventura fault, its offshore extension in the Santa
Barbara Channel (the Pitas Point fault) is less well understood, particularly with respect
to its 3D geometry, slip rate, and linkages with other faults in the region.

We create a series of regional balanced cross-sections across the Pitas Point fault sys-
tem in the Santa Barbara Channel and combine them with detailed mapping of seismic
reflection data to produce a comprehensive 3D fault model. This work builds upon recent
efforts by SCEC investigators that show the blind, north-dipping, onshore Ventura fault
extends to depth in a ramp-flat-ramp structure and links with several of the largest and
fastest slipping faults in the Transverse Ranges (Hubbard et al., 2014; Marshall et al.,
2017).

Our analysis shows that the Pitas Point fault system has a crustal ramp-flat-ramp geom-
etry that is similar to the Ventura fault, supporting their direct linkage. We also suggest
that the Pitas Point fault system extends farther to the south as the Mid-Channel detach-
ment, creating the Pitas Point and Mid-Channel anticlines. Combining this new 3D repre-
sentation of the Pitas Point fault system with the Ventura thrust and other regional struc-
tures, we define the down-dip and lateral linkages of the Ventura-Pitas Point system with
the Red Mountain and San Cayetano faults (Levy et al., 2019). This fault model repre-
sents a set of geometrically and kinematically viable alternative representations for the
active blind-thrust and reverse faults in the Santa Barbara Channel and Ventura basin.
Using this comprehensive regional fault model, we calculate potential earthquake magni-
tudes and show that if the system were to rupture in a multi-segment event, it could pro-
duce M7.5-8 earthquakes, further supporting paleoseismological evidence that the fault
system ruptures in large-magnitude events. This set of fault models will be incorporated
into the CFM for peer review this fall.
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